paper we assume that S contains all primes above a fixed prime number 1. Tate [7] has asserted that G has strict cohomological dimension 2 with respect to 1, if k is totally imaginary in case 1=2, but the proof has been unpublished. (Brumer [3] showed that G has cohomological dimension 2 with respect to l under the same assumptions. ) We shall give here the proof of the above Tate's theorem (Section 1). As a corollary of this theorem, we obtain an arithmetic theorem and we get the l-adic independence of independent units (Section 2). Finally, we shall determine the structure of the connected component of the Sidele class group. This is a generalization of the results of Weil [10] and Artin [1] (see also [2; Chap. IX]).
1. Cohomological dimension. Throughout this paper notations and terminologies are the same as in Tate [7] : By m we shall always understand a positive integer such that mks= ks where ks is the ring of all S-integers of k. For any abelian group A, let A(l) denote the l-torsion part of A. Let p denote the group of all roots of unity, and let ~"m denote the group of m-th roots of unity. Theorem 1. Let JS denote the projection to So of the idele group o f Q, where So is the set o f non-archimedean primes in S. W e put E =JS(1)/ p(l). Suppose that k is totally imaginary if 1=2. Then, for any l-torsion module M, we have an isomorphism H2(k8, M)* ~ HomG(M, E).
Proof.
By our assumptions G has cohomological l-dimension 2. Let E be a module dualisant for G with respect to 1. We shall show E=E.
By ,
By Lemma 1 we have a commutative exact diagram
Therefore it is sufficient to show that Ker1(k, p(l)) is finite.
Let Q(m) be the set of elements of k which are local m-th powers everywhere.
Then (Q(m) : km) <2([2; Chap. X, Theorem 1]). Since Ker1(k, Pm) = Q(m) / km, we see that Ker1(k, p(l)) = lim Ker1(k, j 1t) is a finite group of order at most 2 .
Q. E . D .
t Theorem 2. G has strict cohomological 1-dimension 2, except i f l=2 and k is not totally imaginary.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that H°(ks, E) never contains any subgroups isomorphic to Ql / ZL (cf. [5; Chap. I, Annexe]).
We have the exact sequence 0-> p(l)-->J (l)->E-->0.
Passing to cohomology, we obtain the sequence 0->H°(ks, p(l))-> fl H° (kv, ~u(l) 
Hence we obtain an exact sequence Proof. This is an immediate consequence of [6 ; Lemma 3]. Let G(l) denote the Galois group of the maximal l-extension of k unramified outside S. It is easy to determine the number of generators and that of relations of G(l), using the exact sequence of Tate [7] and the equality [8; Theorem 2.2]. We omit the proof.
Proposition. Let r2 be the number of complex primes of k . Suppose that S is finite. Then G(l) is a pro-l-group on -o + w + 1 vCS + dim Q(l, S)/lc' generators with -o + w -r2+ dim Q(l, S)/k' relavES tions, where Q(l, S) is the set o f elements x o f k such that x e kv for all v e S and ordvx -0 mod. l for all v S, and o (resp. w) is equal to 0 i f ~~ k (resp. p~ kv) and to 1 i f p~ C k (resp. pl c kv). Remark.
If o =1(i.e., k contains the l-th roots of unity), Q(l, S)/k' = Ker'(ks, ,ul) = Ker'(ks, Z/ lZ) = (Cls/ Cls)*, where Cls is the quotient of the ideal class group of k by the subgroup generated by the classes of all primes in S. This is the case obtained by Brumer [3] . See also Safarevic [4] .
2. The l.adic independence of independent units. We remark that CS is a class formation for extensions unramified outside S (cf. [9] ) and DS is nothing but the kernel of the reciprocity map of C8 onto the Galois group of the maximal abelian extension of K unramified outside S. By the elementary theory of topological groups, the subgroup H8 of CS is dense in DS. Hence DS is the completion of HS. We have D S = R X Do and HS = R X Ho . Let r1 and r2 be the number of real primes of K and that of complex primes of K respectively. As usual we put r= r1-{-r2 -1. Ho is isomorphic to W X T T2, where T is the unit circle of C and W is a vector space over R of dimension r. Of course, the topology of W is different to the ordinary one. Let El, be a system of independent totally positive units such that ~i =1 mod. v for all nonarchimedean primes v in S. By E we denote the group of units generated by the si. Then by Unit Theorem, E can be regarded as a lattice in W. By m we shall always understand a module whose prime factors are contained in S. Let Em denote the group of elements of E which are congruent to 1 mod. m. Proof. Since Ds/Hs= W /W and W is uniquely divisible, it is sufficient to show that W is uniquely l-divisible. It is clear that W is divisible. By Corollary of Theorem 3, for each module m there exists a module m' such that Em, c E, hence Lm, c lLm. This means that W=1im V/Lm has no l-torsion part.
Q.E.D.
E--m
Corollary.
H2 -D S l _ (Z/ 2Z) a, i f i is even and i=2, (G' )() 0 if i is odd or l * 2 , where a is the number of ramified archimedean primes of k.
Theorem 4. Let S be a set o f rational primes, including the archimedean one. Then we have DS'tiR X (VS/Z)r X Tr2 and (DS)*~RXQsxZr2, where VS=R x fJ Zp in which Z is imbedded diagonally and QS is the peso additive group of S-integers o f Q with the discrete topology.
Proof. By Corollary of Theorem 3, the filters {Lm} and {mL} are cofinal.
Therefore we have lim V / Lm = lim V / mL = (lim R / mZ)r. 
